
  

 

Abstract—Sometimes, people want to get real-time sensory 

information from many domains such as medical monitoring, 

disaster detection and military surveillance. To achieve this, 

wireless sensor network (WSN) is a useful tool. A legitimate user 

can login to the network and access the sensory data from 

legitimate sensor nodes with the aid of gateway node. Since 

WSN is an energy-constrained environment, a secure and 

lightweight authentication scheme among user, gateway node 

and sensor node is important in WSN. In this paper, a secure 

mutual authentication and key agreement (MAAKA) scheme for 

WSN which improves three related works is suggested. 

Compared with them, the proposed scheme is more secure. It 

also reduces the total computational overhead by at least 13.6% 

while almost maintaining the communication overhead. 

 
Index Terms—Key agreement, mutual authentication, 

temporal credential, wireless sensor network.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a useful tool to collect 

sensory information from places with the support of 

distributed sensor nodes. It can be used in many fields such as 

military, e-health, environment monitoring and natural 

disaster detection [1]-[9]. In WSN, there are many sensor 

nodes with limited energy, communication capability and 

computational capability. The data from sensor nodes are 

collected by a gateway node and then transferred to a 

legitimate user. In many cases, WSN is often deployed in an 

unattended environment [1]-[13] and an attacker can easily 

threaten the security of it (e.g. impersonating a sensor node or 

launching tracking attack). Thus, a secure and lightweight 

entity authentication model is very important in WSN. After 

being authenticated by the gateway node, a legitimate user 

and a legitimate sensor node are allowed to establish a 

real-time communication channel between them. To secure 

this channel, more and more works choose to perform the 

two-factor authentication with the help of a smartcard. It is 

because that the information stored in the smartcard is 

difficult to be replicated or extracted [12], [14]. Additionally, 

with a portable smartcard storing the credential and other 

important values, it is convenient to perform authentication 

anywhere. During entity authentication, the following security 
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requirements should be met: anonymity, session key 

generation and attack resistance [3]. However, recent works 

using smartcard [2]-[4] were found that they cannot meet all 

of them and suffer from several security problems like 

tracking attack, lost smartcard attack. They also lack secure 

password update phase and are weak in information integrity 

checking. 

In this paper, an enhanced temporal-credential-based 

mutual authentication and key agreement scheme for 

resource-constrained WSN is proposed. The proposed 

scheme uses only XOR and hash function with the help of 

smartcard. Users and sensor nodes first register on a gateway 

node and then get their temporal credential. User will also get 

a personalized smartcard from the gateway node which stores 

some other sensitive values besides his/her temporal 

credential. After registration, user and sensor node will 

perform the indirect mutual authentication with the aid of the 

gateway node. They exchange their private key to finally 

share a session key. In the proposed scheme, the problems in 

[2]-[4] are fixed while maintaining the communication 

overhead and reducing the computational overhead.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 

briefly reviews the related works and summarizes the 

important points that need to be considered while designing 

an entity authentication scheme for WSN. Section III presents 

the scheme, and then Section IV provides performance 

analysis and comparison with the related works. Finally, 

Section V concludes this paper.  

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

There were many subsequent schemes [1-8, 10, 13] 

proposed since Das et.al [12] presented the first work on 

two-factor user authentication in WSN using smartcard. 

Among them, Xue et.al. [1] designed a 

temporal-credential-based mutual authentication and key 

agreement (MAAKA) scheme which has high efficiency since 

it only uses XOR and hash function. Then several papers 

[2]-[4] pointed out some weaknesses in [1] and proposed 

schemes with better security and performance. However, a 

few similar mistakes were repeated in them. Li et al.‟s scheme 

[2] cannot resist to off-line guessing attack, modification 

attack and tracking attack. It also lacks password update 

phase, without which password stays static and is more 

vulnerable to off-line password guessing attack [9]. The work 

of He et.al [3] is vulnerable to sensor impersonation attack 

and tracking attack. Like Li et al.‟s work, it fails to support 

password update too. In Jiang et al.‟s scheme [4], while 
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tracking problem is resolved, de-synchronization problem 

happens [11]. In [4], user‟s identity is updated during every 

authentication session on both user and GWN side to resist to 

the tracking attack. However, the synchronization of the 

update of user‟s identity may not be ensured due to the 

network congestion or a malicious delay. This causes the 

de-synchronization problem and makes user easily be blocked 

out of the system. This work is also vulnerable to lost 

smartcard problem and has no secure password check 

mechanism which can be abused by an attacker to launch a 

Denial of Service (DoS) attack. 

To resolve the security problems in [2]-[4], namely the lack 

of secure password update phase, tracking problem, off-line 

guessing problem and lost smartcard problem, and 

modification problem, the following security requirements 

should be met:  

1) Support secure password update: It is necessary to have a 

user-friendly password update mechanism to allow user 

to change their passwords freely. Before updating 

password, the mechanism must also ensure that the 

submitted old password is correct otherwise a malicious 

person can abuse this to block a legitimate user out (i.e. 

launching a DoS attack). 

2) Use dynamic temporary identity (TID): The TID of user 

used in each authentication session should be different to 

resist tracking attack. 

3) Add „salt‟: To resist to off-line guessing attack, some 

„salt‟ (i.e. a big random number ri) should be 

concatenated or XORed with the sensitive information 

(e.g. user‟s password). It is assumed that the „salt‟ is hard 

to be guessed within the limitation of transmission delay. 

Meanwhile, to resist lost smartcard attack, „salt‟ should 

also be added to the data stored in the smart card [11]. 

4) Ensure integrity: To detect modification attack, integrity 

checking is needed since in most of the situations 

network is a public environment. Once something is 

modified, it should be detected immediately and any 

entity can terminate the current session and start a new 

one. 

 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 

This section describes an enhanced 

temporal-credential-based MAAKA scheme for WSN using 

only XOR and one-way hash function based on [2]-[4]. There 

are three entities: user (U), sensor node (SN) and gateway 

node (GWN). The purpose of the scheme is establishing a 

real-time communication channel between U and SN with 

GWN working as a bridge in the middle (see Fig. 1). 

 
 

User GWN SN

Session keyData flow

    

     

 

Fig. 1. System model. 

While taking the WSN in a medical environment for 

example, U is a doctor while SNs are the medical sensors set 

on a patient. First of all, a doctor should register with the 

GWN and get his/her smartcard. In general cases, this doctor 

only has access to the sensory data (e.g. blood pressure, heart 

rate) of those patients who he/she is responsible for. SNs also 

need to do the registration with GWN to obtain their temporal 

credentials. Then, when need, the doctor can use his/her 

smartcard to login to the GWN. After verifying the legality of 

the doctor, GWN collects the sensory data from the SNs in its 

cluster and sends them back to the doctor. In this way, a 

legitimate doctor can monitor the health condition of his/her 

patients remotely. This scheme also allows the doctor to 

change his/her password whenever he/she wants. 

The scheme consists of three phases: registration phase, 

login and authentication phase and password update phase. 

The notations used in the paper are summarized in Table I. 

A. Registration Phase 

This phase comprises two parts: user registration and 

sensor node registration. They are illustrated as Fig. 2 and Fig. 

3 respectively, and more details will be introduced as follows. 

 
TABLE I: NOTATION DESCRIPTION 

Notation Description 

IDi; PWi The identity and password of Ui 

SIDj The identity of SNj 

PTCi; PTCj 
The protected temporal credential of Ui and 

SNj 

Ci; CGWN; Cj 
Confirm information generated by Ui, GWN 

and SNj separately 

KGWN-U; KGWN-SN 
Private key only known to GWN while 

communicating with Ui or SNj 

Ki; Kj Keys generated by Ui and SNj separately 

PKSi; PKSGWN; PKSj 
Security information to protect keys generated 

by Ui, GWN or SNj 

TCi; TCj The temporal credential of Ui or SNj 

VIi; VIj The verification information of Ui and SNj 

TS Timestamp 

TEi The expiration time of the TCi 

H(•) A one-way hash function 

|| The bitwise concatenation operation 

○+  The bitwise XOR operation 

 

 

User
Gateway 
node

Generate ri
RPWi = H(ri||PWi) IDi, RPWi, TS1

Check TS1
TCi = H(KGWN_U||IDi||TEi)
PTCi = TCi   RPWi
Generate TIDi
Store {H(·), TIDi, TEi, PTCi}
in smartcardIssue smartcard

R = ri   H(IDi||PWi)
Vi = H(IDi||ri||PWi)
Store R, Vi in smartcard

Fig. 2. Registration phase for user.  

 

1) Registration phase for user 

Before registration, the real identity of the user should be 
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checked. If the user is authorized (thinking about the doctor 

who only has access to the sensors set on his patients but not 

those on other patients), he/she can register the certain GWN. 

1) Ui selects an unique IDi and PWi, generates a random 

value ri and computes RPWi = H(ri || PWi). Then Ui 

generates a timestamp TS1 and sends registration request 

message {IDi, RPWi, TS1} to GWN. 

2) Upon receiving the request message, GWN first checks 

the freshness of TS1. If it is valid, GWN calculates Ui‟s 

temporal credential TCi = H(KGWN-U || IDi || TEi) and 

PTCi = TCi ○+  RPWi. Then GWN generates a unique 

TIDi randomly and stores it securely in an identity table 

(Table II) with Ui‟s IDi, Count, TEi and Status-bit in 

GWN‟s database. The Status-bit is used to record 

whether a user has already logged in (i.e. 1 for logged in 

and 0 for not logged in). the Count which is a random 

value generated by GWN will be used later when update 

TIDi in authentication phase to resist tracking attack. At 

last, GWN personalizes a smartcard for Ui with {H(•), 

TIDi, TEi, PTCi} stored in it and sends it to Ui in a secure 

way. 

3) After receiving the smartcard, Ui firstly computes R = ri 

○+  H(IDi || PWi) and Vi = H(IDi || ri || PWi) and then stores 

them in smartcard additionally. 

 

2) Registration phase for sensor node 

First of all, it is assumed that a large random number rj 

pre-shared between SNj and GWN. 

1) SNj generates a timestamp TS2 and sends its SIDj with 

TS2 to GWN. 

2) GWN checks the freshness of TS2. If TS2 is valid, GWN 

obtains rj according to SIDj and does the calculations as 

TCj = H(KGWN-SN || SIDj), PTCj = TCj ○+  rj and Vj = H(rj 

○+  PTCj). At last, a response {PTCj, Vj, TS3} is sent back 

to SNj. 

3) Upon receiving {PTCj, Vj, TS3}, if TS3 is valid, SNj 

calculates Vj
*
 = H(rj ○+  PTCj) and compares it with Vj. If 

Vj
*
 = Vj, SNj stores TCj = PTCj ○+  rj; otherwise, 

something may be modified and SNj can halt the current 

registration phase. 

 
TABLE II. IDENTITY TABLE 

TIDi IDi Count TEi Status-bit 

*** *** *** *** 0/1 

 
Gateway 
node

Sensor 
node

Share rj

SIDj, TS2

Check TS2
TCj = H(KGWN_SN||SIDj)
PTCj = TCj   rj
Vj = H(rj   PTCj)
Generate TS3PTCj,Vj,TS3

Check Vj*   Vj
TCj = PTCj   rj

Check TS3
Vj* = H(rj   PTCj)

Fig. 3. Registration phase for sensor node. 

B. Login and Authentication Scheme 

When a user wants to ask for some information from 

sensors, the user needs to be authenticated. Count is used here 

to calculate TIDi
*
 = TIDi + Count. In this way, even in the 

same authentication session the TIDi
*
 used on GWN and SNj 

side is different from TIDi. As a result, an attacker who wants 

to launch a tracking attack following the user‟s TIDi value will 

fail. Additionally, to prevent the de-synchronization problem 

in [4], TIDi is only dynamic on GWN and SN side. 

The following steps will be executed in login and 

authentication phase (see Fig. 4). 

1) Ui inserts the smartcard in a terminal and enters identity 

IDi and password PWi, using which smartcard can extract 

ri from R as ri = R ○+  H(IDi || PWi). After generating a 

timestamp TS4 and a random private key Ki, Ui computes 

the temporal credential TCi = PTCi ○+  H(ri || PWi), Ci = 

H(IDi || TS4 || Ki) ○+  TCi and PKSi = Ki ○+  H(TCi || TS4). 

At last, message {TIDi, PKSi, Ci, TS4} will be sent to 

GWN. 

2) If TS4 is valid, GWN obtains Ui’s IDi that stored in 

identity table according to TIDi. Then GWN calculates 

TCi
*
 = H(KGWN-U || IDi || TEi), Ki

*
 = PKSi ○+  H(TCi

*
 || TS4) 

and checks whether Ci* = H(IDi || TS4 || Ki*) ○+  TCi
*
 

equals to Ci. If Ci
*
 = Ci, GWN authenticates Ui 

successfully. After that, Count is generated randomly and 

updated in identity table. The value of TIDi
*
 is calculated 

as TIDi + Count. Then, GWN generates SNj’s temporal 

credential TCj = H(KGWN-SN || SIDj) and TS5, computes 

CGWN = H(TIDi
*
 || TCj || TS5) , PKSGWN = Ki ○+  H(TCj || 

TS5) and sends {TIDi
*
, CGWN, PKSGWN, TS5} to SNj. 

3) After verifying the freshness of TS5, SNj computes CGWN
*
 

= H(TIDi
*
 || TCj || TS5) and compares it’s value with 

CGWN. If they are equal, GWN is believed to be a 

legitimate gateway node and it is believed that no data 

have been modified during transmission. SNj will then 

extract Ki from PKSGWN by calculating Ki = PKSGWN ○+  

H(TCj || TS5). After that, SNj randomly generates its 

private key Kj and a timestamp TS6, computes Cj = H(Kj || 

TIDi
*
 || SIDj || TS6), PKSj = Kj ○+  H(Ki || TS6). Finally, it 

sends SIDj, Cj, PKSj with TS6 to GWN. 

4) If the check of the freshness of TS6 is passed, GWN 

computes Kj = PKSj ○+  H(Ki || TS6), Cj
*
 = H(Kj || TIDi

*
 || 

SIDj || TS6). If Cj
*
 = Cj, it continues to generates a new 

timestamp TS7 and computes Cj’ = H(Kj || (TIDi
*
 – 

Count) || SIDj || TS6). Eventually, GWN transfers SIDj, 

Cj‟, PKSj, TS6 and TS7 to Ui.  

5) Upon receiving the message, Ui first checks TS7 and does 

the same operations as GWN in step 4) with Cj‟ replacing 

Cj and TID replacing TIDi
*
. However, the last operation 

that computes Cj‟ is not needed on user side. 

6) Finally, session key is shared by Ui and SNj as KEYij = 

H(Ki ○+  Kj). 
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User
Gateway 
node

Sensor 
node

Insert smartcard
Enter IDi, PWi
ri = R   H(IDi||PWi)
Generate TS4, Ki
TCi = PTCi   H(ri||PWi)
Ci = H(IDi||TS4||Ki)   TCi
PKSi = Ki   H(TCi||TS4)

TIDi, PKSi, Ci, TS4

TIDi*, CGWN, PKSGWN, TS5

Check TS4
Obtain IDi according to TIDi
TCi* = H(KGWN_U||IDi||TEi)
Ki* = PKSi   H(TCi*||TS4)
Check Ci* = H(IDi||TS4||Ki*)   TCi   Ci
Update random number Count
Calculate TIDi* = TIDi + Count
TCj = H(KGWN_SN||SIDj)
Generate TS5
CGWN = H(TIDi*||TCj||TS5)
PKSGWN = Ki   H(TCj||TS5)

Check TS5
Check CGWN* = H(TIDi*||TCj||TS5)   CGWN
Ki = PKSGWN   H(TCj||TS5)
Generate Kj, TS6
Cj = H(Kj||TIDi*||SIDj||TS6)
PKSj = Kj   H(Ki||TS6)

SIDj, Cj, PKSj, TS6

Check TS6
Kj = PKSj   H(Ki||TS6)
Cj* = H(Kj||TIDi*||SIDj||TS6)   Cj
Cj = H(Kj||TIDi* - Count||SIDj||TS6)
Generate TS7

SIDj, Cj , PKSj, TS6, TS7

Check TS7
Kj = PKSj   H(Ki||TS6)
Cj* = H(Kj||TIDi||SIDj||TS6)   Cj 

Compute session key Kij = H(Ki   Kj)

 
Fig. 4. Login and authentication phase. 

 

 

C. Password Update Phase 

When a user wants to change his/her password, the 

following mechanism will be started (see Fig. 5). Ui inserts 

smartcard to a terminal and submits IDi, PWi
old

 and PWi
new

. 

Then ri is extracted as ri = R ○+  H(IDi || PWi
old

) and used to 

calculate Vi
*
 = H(IDi || ri || PWi

old
). If Vi

*
 = Vi, R

new
 = ri ○+  

H(IDi || PWi
new

) and Vi
new

 = H(IDi || ri || PWi
new

) will be 

updated; else user‟s update request will be refused. 

 

User

Insert smartcard
Submit IDi, PWiold，PWinew

ri = R    H(IDi || PWi
old

)

Check Vi
*
 = H(IDi || ri || PWi

old
)     Vi

Update R
new

 = ri    H(IDi || PWi
new

) and Vi
new

 = H(IDi || ri || PWi
new

)

Fig. 5. Password update phase. 

 

IV. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This section is divided into two parts, one is security 

analysis and the other is performance comparison with related 

works. 

A. Security Analysis  

1) Resistance to lost smartcard problem: The threat model 

for lost smartcard problem is that an attacker M obtains 

the smartcard of user and recovers the secret parameters 

{H(•), TIDi, TEi, PTCi, Vi, R} stored in it (e.g. by 

differential power analysis [14]). However, to get the 

random value ri generated by U, M must know both U‟s 

IDi and PWi which is hard in the scheme. Without ri, none 

of other sensitive information (i.e. TCi) can be extracted. 

TCi cannot also be calculated by M directly since M does 

not have the private key KGWN-U which is only known to 

GWN. In conclusion, the proposed scheme can resist to 

lost smartcard attack. 

2) Resistance to tracking attack without de-synchronization 

problem: Tracking attack means that an attacker M can 

track the user‟s identity to get something meaningful 

related to the user such as access pattern to interested 

sensors. In this scheme, to resist to tracking attack, TIDi 

is updated for every authentication session on GWN and 

SN side. An attacker who eavesdrops TIDi from user‟s 

login request message in the early session may notice 

when a user attempts to log in. However, TIDi is 

transformed to TIDi
*
 on GWN and SN side and they are 

totally different values. Thus, it is hard for the attacker to 

track the user‟s identity to know with which SN the same 

user communicates. In addition, since TIDi is fixed on 

user side, there will be no de-synchronization problem 

due to the de-synchronous update of TIDi on GWN and 

user side. Thus, the proposed scheme is free from 

tracking attack as well as de-synchronization attack. 

3) Support for secure password update: the scheme checks 

the old password by computing Vi
*
 = H(IDi || ri || PWi

old
) 

and comparing it with the value Vi stored in the smartcard 

before updating the password. If they are equal, password 
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update will be allowed. This mechanism prevents 

attackers from inputting any old password to update it 

and finally causing a DoS problem to the user. 

4) Support for integrity check: Due to the usage of public 

channel, entities are vulnerable to modification attack. 

The sensitive data (e.g. TCi for user) can be modified 

during transmission, which may cause severe security 

problems. The proposed scheme checks the integrity of 

the received messages at each step using Vj, Ci, CGWN or 

Cj. If any abnormity is detected, the current session will 

be halted and a new session can be started. 

B. Performance Comparison 

In this section, a comparison between the proposed scheme 

and [2]-[4] will be shown in terms of the security functionality, 

communication overhead and computational overhead. Table 

III shows that the related schemes cannot support every 

security functionality but the proposed scheme can. Here in 

Table III, „-‟ means that there is no meaning to consider the 

functionality in a certain scheme. 

Since the registration phase for each user as well as for each 

sensor node is only executed once, it will not be considered in 

the comparison of communication and computational 

overhead. There may be some overhead (3-4 Th, Th means the 

computational time for hash function while XOR‟s 

computational time can be ignored [3]) caused by additional 

password update phase but this phase is not played frequently 

(e.g. only once per month), it will not be considered in the 

evaluation either. In other words, only the costs introduced in 

the login and authentication phase are taken into account. 

The communication costs of the proposed scheme and the 

related works for a successful authentication are summarized 

in Table IV. The proposed scheme requires 4 message 

exchanges which is the same as [2] and [4] while [3] requires 

3 message exchanges. Although it needs one more message 

exchange than [3], it resolves the security problems in [3] 

such as tracking attack. With almost the same communication 

cost, the proposed scheme can do better than any relate work 

in security. 

 As seen from Table V, the total computational overhead of 

the proposed scheme is 7 Th, 4 Th and 3 Th less than others, 

which achieves a 26.9%, 17.3% and 13.6% improvement on 

computational performance respectively. In conclusion, the 

proposed scheme is safer and more efficient. 

 
TABLE III. SECURITY FUNCTIONALITY COMPARISON 

Functionality Li et.al 

[2] 

He et.al 

[3] 

Jiang 

et.al [4] 

Proposed 

scheme 

Mutual authentication Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Key agreement Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Resistance to off-line 

guessing attack 

No No No Yes 

Resistance to lost 

smartcard problem 

Yes Yes No Yes 

Resistance to tracking 

attack 

No No Yes Yes 

Resistance to 

de-synchronization 

problem 

- - No Yes 

Secure password 

update  

No No No Yes 

Integrity check Not for 

all phases 

Yes - Yes 

 

TABLE IV. COMMUNICATION COST COMPARISON 

Scheme Communication cost 

Li et.al [2] 4 messages 

He et.al [3] 3 messages 

Jiang et.al [4] 4 messages 

Proposed scheme 4 messages 

 

TABLE V. COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEAD COMPARISON 

Entity Li et.al [2] He et.al [3] Jiang et.al 

[4] 

Proposed 

scheme 

SN 6 Th 7 Th 5 Th 4 Th 

U 9 Th 6 Th 7 Th 6 Th 

GWN 11 Th 10 Th 10 Th 9 Th 

Total 26 Th 23 Th 22 Th 19 Th 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes an enhanced 

temporal-credential-based MAAKA scheme. In the scheme, 

user and sensor node perform the indirect mutual 

authentication with the aid of the gateway node and finally 

share a session key. Compared to the existing schemes, the 

proposed scheme can resist to tracking attack and lost 

smartcard attack, and support secure password update phase 

and information integrity checking. It also achieves a better 

performance in total computational time. Recently, many 

elliptic-curve-cryptography-based [5], [13], [15], [16] and 

biometric-based [6] works have been proposed. It is 

considered that they may cause more overhead on SNs due to 

their intrinsic complexity. However, these technologies draw 

more and more attention these days so the comparison with 

those schemes will be left as future work. 
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